
 

   

       

 

entry   form 

the boat 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

s/y name     

port of registry     flag     

factory    model    year    

LOA    beam   draft   displacement   

monohull /multihull / wooden b_ sloop/cutter/ketch/yowl/shooner  

sail material furler 

 

the owner 
 
 
 
 
 
 

name&surname country   

address town   

tel/mob e-m 

the race 
 
 
 
 
 

I-H FRIENDSHIP full / CARIAN TROPHY / LEROS CUP only 

rating/registry certif_ n° ORC-I/ORC-c/IRC/OPEN CLASS 

the enclosed documents 
 
 rating/registry certif_  crew list 

 
 
 

insurance 

bank transfer  

 

 

initiator:aial.leros@gmail.com;wfState:distributed;wfType:email;workflowId:202c74df46f9f949b9980d6417e1738e



 

 

 

 

declaration of acceptance 
 I accept to comply with the I.S.A.F. Regulation in effect, the Notice of Race and 
the Sailing Instructions which will be provided during the Skipper Meeting. 
 I unconditionally accept the rules resulting from the regulations provided for in the 
Notice of Race. 
 In particular, I have knowledge of the I.S.A.F. fundamental rule: "Each yacht is 
solely responsible for its own decision to abandon or continue the race". 
 I declare that I will submit the crew list within the deadline set by the Notice of 
Race and I am bound to post up subsequent alterations in the crew list within the time 
and according to the modes set by the Notice of Race. 

disclaimer of liability 
 I explicitly declare that I assume all responsibility in case of causing damage to third 
parties, persons or things, to myself and my things either ashore or at sea in 
consequence of my participation in the race. 
 I declare that I am personally answerable for all the incidents that may occur on the 
yacht here registered and to its crew members for whose behavior I am totally 
responsible. 
 I declare that it is my responsibility to decide whether to race or not, based on the 
capabilities of the crew members, the wind force, the state of the sea and the weather 
forecast. 
 I declare that I assume all responsibility for the efficiency of the yacht, its sails 
and sail rigging, its engine, its VHF and its safety equipment. 
 I take into consideration  in any eventuality that during the race there cannot be 
available any form of organized aid, and for this reason the undersigned is aware that 
they must rely solely on their own means of safety and on the means of aid that the 
Coast Guard puts at the disposal of every sailor. 
 Therefore, I relieve from all responsibility the Organizing Committee, the sponsors, 
the supporting entities, the Race Committee, the Giury Committee and all those working 
under any name for the organization of this event by assuming for myself all 
responsibility for damage and risks on persons and/or objects, including those on third 
parties, that may be caused by the participation of the yacht in the race. 

consent to the use of personal data 
 I give my consent to the use of personal data within the scope of the purposes of the 
race and I confirm the personal details contained in the present entry form.  

rights of use 
 I grant to the Organizing Authority, the unrestricted right and permission to use the 
name and the image for any text, photograph or video footage of either themselves or 
the boat they are sailing during the race, to be published or broadcast in any media 
whatsoever, for editorial or advertising purposes or to be used in press information; in 
this respect competitors name and any biographical material of themselves may also be 
used any way known.  
 The use of race material is permitted only under written permission of the Organizing 
Authority. 

date signature
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